Please visit the Cornell Population Center (CPC) for more information. If you would like additional information sent to CPC affiliates, please e-mail your suggestions to Erin Oates.
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CPC-Sponsored Seminars at Cornell
Patrick Asuming, Lecturer, University of Ghana
Health Insurance: Enrollment, Sustainability and Health Outcomes. Evidence from a Field Experiment in Ghana
Tuesday, May 12, 2015, 12:00-1:15pm, G87 MVR Hall
(co-sponsored with HEHBAD)

Hayley Fisher, Lecturer of Economics, The University of Sydney
The Effect of Receiving Child Support on Household Income and Labour Supply: Evidence from Australia
Friday, May 15, 2015, 12:00-1:15pm, 3308 MVR Hall

Alex Eble, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Economics, Brown University
Demand for Schooling, Returns to Schooling, and the Role of Credentials
Friday, May 15, 2015, 12:30-2:00pm, B50 Warren Hall
(co-sponsored with Dyson Graduate Student Association)

Other Population-Related Seminars at Cornell
Amanda Flaim, Postdoctoral Associate, Center for Population Health & Aging, Duke University
Rescuing No Land’s Man? Excavating Fictions of Citizenship from the 'Facts' on Statelessness among Highlanders of Northern Thailand
Friday, May 8, 2015, 3:00–4:30 pm, B73 Warren Hall

Rebecca Seguin, Division of Nutritional Sciences, Cornell University
Using Tablet-Based Technology with Residents to Understand Barriers and Facilitators to Healthy Eating and Active Living: Rural Findings and Potential Catalysts for Change
Thursday, May 14, 2015, 12:00-1:00pm, Beebe Hall, 2nd FL conference room

CONFERENCES

2nd Annual ACS Data Users Conference, May 11-13, 2015, College Park Marriott Hotel and Conference Center, College Park, MD

III International Seminar on Inequality and Social Mobility, May 13-15, 2015, Bariloche, Argentina

2015 Youth Development Research Update, June 2-3, 2015, La Tourelle Inn (Ithaca)
Aging Families, Changing Families: An International Conference, June 3-6, 2015, Syracuse University

2nd Annual International Conference on Demography and Population Studies, June 15-18, 2015, Athens, Greece

2015 Annual Conference of the European Society for Population Economics (ESPE), June 17-20, 2015, Turkey

Gendered Dimensions of Migration: Material and Social Outcomes of South-South Migration, June 30-July 2, 2015, National University of Singapore

2015 International Conference on Population Geographies, June 30-July 3, 2015, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia

6th Conference of the European Survey Research Association (ESRA), July 13-17, 2015 in Reykjavik, Iceland

(Persistent) Inequalities Reconsidered: Education and Social Mobility, July 26-31, 2015, Zurich, Switzerland


2015 RSS Annual Meeting: Knowing Rural, August 6-9, 2015, Madison, WI

RC28 Summer 2015 Conference "Demographic Perspectives on Inequality," August 17-19, 2015, University of Pennsylvania

2015 ASA Annual Meeting, August 22-25, 2015, Chicago, IL

2015 ECSR Conference: Cumulative Inequalities in the Life Course, September 10-12, 2015, Tallinn University, Estonia

Intergenerational Transfers and Immigrant Population, University of Bologna, September 11, 2015


BIGSSS 2nd International Conference: Social Stratification and Social Policy, September 24-25, 2015, University of Bremen, Germany


Measuring Ethnicity and Migration: Classification and Statistical Representation in Academic Research and Administration, October 8-9, 2015, University Duisburg-Essen, Germany

2015 ASHE Annual Conference “Inequality and Higher Education,” November 5-7 2015, Denver, CO

2015 APPAM Fall Research Conference: The Golden Age of Evidence-Based Policy, November 12-14, 2015, Miami, Florida
2015 Quetelet Seminar: Local Demography—Relations between population, place of residence and public policy, November 18-20, 2015, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

7th African Population Conference, November 30-December 4, 2015, Johannesburg, South Africa

2016 AEA Annual Meeting, January 3-5, 2016, San Francisco, CA

2016 PAA Annual Meeting, March 31-April 2, 2016, Washington, DC

IRSA XIV World Congress of Rural Sociology, August 10-14, 2016, Toronto, Canada

2016 European Population Conference (EPC), August 31-September 3, 2016, Mainz, Germany

2016 European Society of Historical Demography (ESHD). September 21-24, 2016, Leuven, Belgium

WORKSHOPS

Fragile Families Summer Data Workshop 2015. June 17–19, 2015, Columbia University, NYC

Economic Growth Summer Workshop, July 6-10, 2015, The University of Warwick (UK)


4th GESIS Summer School in Survey Methodology. August 6-28, 2015, GESIS Cologne(Germany); 18 courses are scheduled, among which 4 short courses and 14 one-week courses.

2015 Chicago Summer School on Socioeconomic Inequality, August 9-14, 2015, University of Chicago


CALL FOR PAPERS


FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Summer Institute for Research Education in Biostatistics (R25): RFA-HL-16-017. Deadline: June 1, 2015.

Three Funding Opportunities with the Russell Sage Foundation. The Russell Sage Foundation is accepting online letters of inquiry for its various research programs (Behavioral Economics, Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration, and Social Inequality). The foundation grants awards of up to $150,000, typically over a period of two years. Letters of intent are due by June 1, 2015.

2015 Visiting Fellows: Criminal Justice Statistics Programs. The Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) is seeking applications for funding for one or more BJS Visiting Fellows to work in its Criminal Justice Statistics Program. The purpose of this program is to address substantive, methodological, and analytic issues to enhance or inform BJS statistical programs; support the scholarly use of BJS data collections; and expand the body of policy-relevant research that uses these data to further knowledge about and understanding of the operation of the criminal justice system. Deadline: June 16, 2015.

Core Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program. The core Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program provides approximately 800 teaching and/or research grants to U.S. faculty and experienced professionals in a wide variety of academic and professional fields. Deadline: August 3, 2015.

ISS Fall 2015 Small Grant Proposals. Deadline September 8, 2015.

NICHD/NIH, Population Dynamics Branch (PDB). The PDB supports research and research training in demography, reproductive health, and population health. Ongoing FOAs.

NIA/NIH, Division of Behavioral and Social Research (BSR). The BSR supports social, behavioral, and economic research and research training on the processes of aging at both the individual and societal level. Ongoing FOAs.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Administrator, Cornell University Federal Statistical Research Data Center (at CISER). An excellent opportunity is opening for doctoral students to work as the Administrator for the Cornell University Federal Statistical Research Data Center (FSRDC), Ithaca, NY. The FSRDC is a secure computing facility located in the Cornell Institute for Social and Economic Research (CISER) at Cornell University. The Administrator is a U.S. Census Bureau (federal government) employee who will work on site at the Cornell FSRDC and is crucial to the daily operation of the FSRDC. The person in this position will assist researchers from many disciplines, including economics, geography, health policy, sociology, and demography that are conducting research projects in the FSRDC. The candidate must have a Master’s degree in economics, demography, sociology, or a related social science field; be currently enrolled as degree seeking student; and be a U.S. Citizen. Interested candidates should contact Bill Block, Executive Director of the Cornell FSRDC at block@cornell.edu, for more information.

Survey Research Methodologist, Pew Research Center. The Survey Research Methodologist will work with researchers across Pew Research Center, while also serving as the Center’s primary liaison to The Pew Charitable Trusts on matters of polling and survey research. This individual will play a role in the development of survey projects on a wide variety of topics, and advise on best research practices at both Pew Research Center and The Pew Charitable Trusts. This position will operate as a member of the Pew Research Center’s Methodology team.
Senior Policy Analyst/Policy Analyst, Population Reference Bureau (PRB). The Population Reference Bureau (PRB) seeks either a Senior Policy Analyst or Policy Analyst depending upon the level of experience and background to contribute to PRB’s population health and environment work in Africa and to manage specific PHE activities as part of the IDEA project. Serves as an activity leader for USAID activities with the Africa PHE Network and the HoPE LVB project, working closely with the Associate Vice President for Population, Health, and Environment to develop annual work plans and ensure timely completion of activities. PhD in demography, reproductive health, and environment. Open until filled.

Open Rank Professor of Global Health, Emory University. The Hubert Department of Global Health, Rollins School of Public Health of Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia seeks application for a tenure track faculty appointment with a focus on one or more of the following areas: sexual and reproductive health, maternal and child health, sexuality and health, gender and health or HIV/AIDS. Candidates should have a strong background in public health, anthropology, demography, epidemiology, socio-medical sciences, psychology, sociology, or political science. Candidates must have extensive experience in applying or teaching quantitative and/or qualitative research methodologies. Candidates with expertise in field research or in developing and testing interventions among vulnerable populations are encouraged to apply. Appointment may be made at the academic rank of Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor. Open until filled.

Research Scientist, Child Trends. Child Trends has an opening for a Research Scientist in its Reproductive Health and Family Formation research area. This person will be responsible for conducting qualitative or quantitative research projects primarily on healthy marriage, fatherhood, and related family well-being in collaboration with senior staff members. Research studies in this area place special emphasis on racial/ethnic minorities, in particular Latinos, and low-income families. PhD Demography or Family Sociology, ideally with expertise in fatherhood or healthy marriage. Open until filled.

Postdoctoral Scholar/Research Associate, Sol Price School of Public Policy, University of Southern California. The fellowship allows scholars to contribute to the literature in social innovation and social policy, sharpen their analytical skills, and advance their research agendas in the field through formal and informal training and extensive collaboration with distinguished researchers. The postdoctoral scholar will help design a common data platform for powering social change in Southern California, evaluate innovative efforts, and develop grant proposals for external funding. The applicant should have strong empirical skills and training in program evaluation. We are looking for scholars from relevant disciplines such as economics, public policy, health policy, statistics, medicine, or other quantitative social science disciplines; experience working with large data sets (e.g., American Community Survey, Panel Study of Income Dynamics, American Housing Survey). Open until filled.

Senior Forecasting Analyst, State of Washington. This immediate opening is for a population projection and estimate analyst with applied experience in state and local demography. The ideal candidate will have experience using advanced demographic techniques to develop data bases, models, and independently conduct research to support statutorily required estimates and forecasts. The Population Unit operation focuses on team work and cross training. This position will be part of certain team(s) that produces a variety of estimates and forecasts with the emphasis on OFM’s April 1 official population estimates, state and county total population and characteristics forecasts, as well as small area population estimates and small area demographic estimates. The ideal candidate will have SAS and/or GIS skills and be able to lead and participate in coding complex demographic models. Open until filled.
Open Rank Professor of Sociology/Demography at ENSAE-CREST. ENSAE ParisTech and CREST: offers students proficient training in quantitative analysis of information, statistical modeling and social sciences. Currently located in Malakoff (92), ENSAE ParisTech and its research center, CREST, will move in a few years to the new campus in Palaiseau, on the campus of Ecole Polytechnique, to form with their partners (Ecole Polytechnique, HEC, Telecom ParisTech, ENS Cachan, etc.) a leading educational and research center in applied mathematics, statistics, economics, sociology, finance and management. The successful candidate is expected to demonstrate, besides a solid international and general knowledge in sociology/demography, a practice of quantitative methods, familiarity with international comparisons, and an outstanding international-level publication record and potential. Deadline: May 10, 2015.

Postdoctoral Researcher in Life Course and Family Dynamics, University of Oxford. The Department seeks an enthusiastic researcher to work with research group of an ESRC-supported project called Life Course and Family Dynamics in a Comparative Perspective. This offers an exciting opportunity to work on a cross-national study involving partners from China, the Netherlands and Germany as well as the UK. The appointed person will compare the dynamics of changes over the life course at four key stages: (1) child development and schooling; (2) the transition to adulthood; (3) security, insecurity and well-being in midlife; and (4) intergenerational support in later life. The research focus of the UK team is part 3, midlife security, insecurity and well-being. In addition, an equally important aim of the project is the creation of a harmonised, documented longitudinal dataset for the four countries. Deadline: May 14, 2015.

Visiting Scholar Programs, Institute for Research on Poverty. Program 1: The Institute for Research on Poverty (IRP) invites applications from U.S.-based social science scholars from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups to visit IRP, interact with its faculty in residence, and become acquainted with the staff and resources of the Institute. The invitation extends (but is not restricted) to those who are in the early years of their academic careers. Program 2: The Institute for Research on Poverty (IRP) invites applications from U.S.-based food assistance scholars to visit the IRP RIDGE Center for National Food and Nutrition Assistance Research for one week during the 2015 to 2016 academic year, interact with its faculty in residence, and become acquainted with the staff and resources of the Institute. Deadline: May 15, 2015.

Postdoctoral Research Officer in Sociology and Social Policy, University of Oxford. The successful candidate will work as a member of a team investigating educational inequalities in Britain from the 1950s to the present. The project will use data from large-scale longitudinal social surveys, such as the British Birth Cohort Studies, the Longitudinal Study of Young People in England (LSYPE) and the Avon Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC), and will apply advanced methods of quantitative data analysis. This is a fixed-term full-time post for 24 months to work on the project funded by the Nuffield Foundation. The post is available from 1 July 2015. Doctorate in Sociology, Social Policy, Social Statistics or some related area. Application deadline: May 29, 2015.

Post-Doctoral Fellow/Research Scientist, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research. The Max Planck Research Group Gender Gaps in Health and Survival at the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research (MPIDR) is seeking to make an appointment at Post-Doctoral Fellow or Research Scientist level. The group intends to investigate how universal the male – female health – survival paradox is across different countries and which biological, demographic, and social factors drive the male – female health – survival paradox. The research interests of the group also embrace health trends in the old-aged populations, cohort differences in health at older ages and related topics. Applicants should have completed a PhD in epidemiology/public health, demography, statistics or related fields. All applicants should have a keen interest in health and mortality and strong quantitative skills and experience in applied data analysis. Application deadline: May 31, 2015.
Open Rank, Professor of Economics, Texas A&M University. The Department of Economics is seeking to fill one position at the rank of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, or Full Professor, depending upon funding, in the field of Applied Microeconomics. Categories/specialties: health; education; welfare; labor; demographic econ; urban; rural; and regional econ. All positions require a Ph.D. in economics or related field. Candidates for appointment at the Associate Professor or Full Professor levels must have a demonstrated record of scholarly achievement appropriate for the rank. In addition to a distinguished record of high quality published research, candidates should demonstrate an interest in advising doctoral students. Candidates for appointment at the advanced Assistant position must have at least two years of experience after receiving their Ph.D. and demonstrate promise to publish high-quality research in leading journals. Deadline: June 1, 2015.

Postdoctoral Research Associate, Princeton University. The group of Johannes Hausknecht in the Department of Psychology and the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University is seeking applications for one or more positions at the level of postdoctoral or more senior research associate (Job #1500260). We are interested in understanding the relationship between poverty, psychology, and economic choice, and conduct lab and field experiments in both developing and developed countries, using approaches from psychology and economics. Initial appointment is for one year with possibility for renewal pending satisfactory performance and funding availability. PhD in economics, psychology, neuroscience, or related field. Deadline: December 30, 2015.

CPC STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

Demography Minor. The CPC offers a campus-wide minor in Demography that is open to PhD students in all social science graduate fields. Admission to the Demography minor requires that at least one member of the student’s special committee is a CPC affiliate. Students interested in signing up for the Demography minor should contact Lindy Williams or Geysa Smiljanic.

CPC Graduate Student Demography/Population Reading Group. For each meeting, a participant will serve as the leader, providing 2 or 3 articles and/or chapters to read related to their topic of interest. This group will facilitate student exposure to a breadth of literature across all of population studies and also develop some cross-disciplinary links. If you are interested in participating, please just send your name, department, and general area of interest/specialty to Christopher Gronberg.

Administrator, Cornell University Federal Statistical Research Data Center (at CISER). An excellent opportunity is opening for doctoral students to work as the Administrator for the Cornell University Federal Statistical Research Data Center (FSRDC), Ithaca, NY. The FSRDC is a secure computing facility located in the Cornell Institute for Social and Economic Research (CISER) at Cornell University. The Administrator is a U.S. Census Bureau (federal government) employee who will work on site at the Cornell FSRDC and is crucial to the daily operation of the FSRDC. The person in this position will assist researchers from many disciplines, including economics, geography, health policy, sociology, and demography that are conducting research projects in the FSRDC. The candidate must have a Master’s degree in economics, demography, sociology, or a related social science field; be currently enrolled as degree seeking student; and be a U.S. Citizen. Interested candidates should contact Bill Block, Executive Director of the Cornell FSRDC at block@cornell.edu, for more information.

NWO-funded project ‘Ageing workers in an ageing society: There is a vacancy for three PhD positions ‘Labour force transitions and work in late life’. The PhD students will write a dissertation, based on a set of research articles, publishable in international refereed journals. They will participate in meetings of the project team, the
The PhDs are expected to contribute to the preparation of datasets to be used in the VICI project as a whole. Deadline: May 10, 2015.

**Head Start and Child Care Graduate Student Research Grants.** The Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation (OPRE) in the Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, has recently published two discretionary research funding announcements titled “Early Care and Education Research Scholars: Head Start Graduate Student Research Grants” and “Early Care and Education Research Scholars: Child Care Research Scholars.” Both funding announcements aim to support work that will inform policy decisions and solutions, particularly for underserved/understudied populations, utilizing the most rigorous research methodology, and promoting mentor-student relationships that support students’ independent lines of research. Deadline: June 8, 2015.

**2015/16 PhD program in Economics, Management and Data Science (EMDS).** Applications are now being accepted for PhD students in Economics, Management and Data Science (EMDS) for the 2015/16 PhD program at IMT Institute for Advanced Studies Lucca (www.imtlucca.it). Highly motivated candidates are invited to apply for one of the 35 fully-funded scholarships of the three-year doctoral program, which is articulated in curricula. The 3 curricula currently offered are field-specific, although in many instances they share a common scientific background. Deadline: June 29, 2015.

**Census Pathways Summer Internship Program.** The Census Bureau is seeking bright, innovative, results-oriented individuals to join our Pathways- Internship Program. The Pathways Internship Program targets students accepted for enrollment or currently enrolled in a degree-seeking program (diploma, certificate, etc.) in an accredited/qualifying educational institution, on a full or half-time basis. Internships can be seasonal (spring, summer, fall) or year round. Deadline: August 17, 2015.